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Subject: The drifters 

From: Richard Mannix <richard.mannix@noaa.gov> 



To: Rick Lumpkin <rick.lumpkin@noaa.gov> 

Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 

boundary=e89a8f502cd6cca96304cc6c531a 

X-Gm-Message-State: 
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+dVO5d 

X-pstn-neptune: 0/0/0.00/0 

X-pstn-levels: (S:99.90000/99.90000 CV:99.9000 FC:95.5390 LC:95.5390 

R:95.9108 P:95.9108 M:97.0282 C:98.6951 ) 

X-pstn-dkim: 0 skipped:not-enabled 

X-pstn-settings: 1 (0.1500:0.0015) cv GT3 gt2 gt1 r p m c 

X-pstn-addresses: from <richard.mannix@noaa.gov> [db-null] 

X-pstn-nxpr: disp=neutral, envrcpt=rick.lumpkin@noaa.gov 

X-pstn-nxp: bodyHash=6cd84e481c5f2dfde029b37aa802d540ac9f29c6, 

headerHash=74b8ba0722723932b789a1bc47853450ae61a54b, keyName=4, 

rcptHash=9ed437bb2697b93b6e27fc1698c05229f9e0ed45, 

sourceip=74.125.149.205, version=1 

 

--e89a8f502cd6cca96304cc6c531a 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1 

 

Hi Rick -- Hope all is well with you.  We're going to be attendinbg the 

London Convention/London Protocol meeting in about a week and we'll 

certainly get questions.  I'm not going to have much patience with any 

suggestion that we gave material assistance to the dumpers.  If they had 

dumped in an area that already had a sufficient number of drifters, and 

they got surface current information there, would we be "partnering" with 

them.  We had an offer to deploy drifterss in an area where we needed them. 

The drifters were taken to that area and deployed. They are working and 

sending back the information we need.  They'll always be a limit to what 

we 

can find out about other purposes the vessel might have.  As we get readdy, 

if you have any other background information that you think might be 

useful, it would be great for us to have it.  One thing we discussed was 

the fact that this is an international partnership and that public vessels 

of other nations deploy these devices.  Do you know if other nations also 

enlist private fishing and cargo vessels?  Thanks. 

 

--e89a8f502cd6cca96304cc6c531a 
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